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Introduction
Since the 1990s, many universities have launched
Heritage studies programs, seven being listed on
the UNESCO web site as having specialized in
the study of World Heritage issues (UNESCO
n.d. (a)). Other universities include World
Heritage alongside studies that are more focused
on heritage at the national and local levels.
UNESCO, the World Heritage Committee, and
its secretariat, the World Heritage Center,
have taken a number of initiatives to encourage
universities to support its World Heritage
mission, including recently encouraging the
development of a new set of Category Two
Centers (C2Cs).

Definition
At the heart of the ongoing debates about the role
of universities and particularly about the C2Cs is
the important distinction between “education”
and “training.” In simple terms, university
education has breadth and depth of teaching
based on research and analysis. Training, by contrast, is narrower in focus, shorter in program
length, and more directed at meeting the specific
needs of employer or special interest groups.
A third term – capacity building – is commonly
used which also focuses on the needs of heritage
protection agencies. It embraces education and
training but goes beyond both to strengthen institutions, communities, and networks in other ways
(UNESCO & Kingdom of Bahrain Ministry of
Culture 2011: 3).

The UNESCO World Heritage Convention 1972
was radical in its time in envisaging heritage as
both natural and cultural and bringing the two
together into a single normative statement and
protective system. In the ensuing 40 years, both
the community and professional views of what
constitutes cultural heritage have broadened in
many countries around the world. Educational
programs have responded to this broadening conception of heritage and its value for contemporary society. Several important shifts can be
discerned.
Moving from a mid-twentieth century focus on
iconic monuments and archaeological sites, the
criteria adopted for evaluating cultural nominations to the World Heritage List encompassed
values that enabled the inscription of a wider
range of places, such as vernacular building
ensembles, historic towns and villages, and
designed parks and gardens. In 1993, cultural landscapes and their associative values were added,
while the last decade has seen a greater emphasis
on the intangible values of places and debate about
the addition of historic urban landscapes.
Another major trend has seen heritage discourse and practice move from a narrowly technical focus to a more ethics-based approach. The
World Heritage system has moved to a valuesbased approach to managing heritage places, and
there has been an increased weight put on associative values, especially of indigenous communities. Questions about “Whose heritage?” and
“In whose interest is a place being inscribed?”
have been given higher priority, as, too, is the
development of more inclusive heritage registers.
The global debates have led to the recognition
that wide variations exist in the way heritage is
understood from one world region to another and
from one culture to another and that variation is
part of the world’s rich and creative cultural
diversity. The Nara Conference on Authenticity
in November 1994 had a major impact on
heritage conservation theory and practice, concluding as it did that the ways of conserving
heritage should be in accord with local ways of
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understanding heritage. This widening is seen in
the debates about philosophy and practice in the
key global organizations – UNESCO, ICOMOS,
ICOM, ICCROM, and IUCN – and is reflected in
the programs taught and the research undertaken
in educational and training institutions at the
national and global levels.
Educational Responses
Initially education and training providers
responded to the global conservation effort
spearheaded by UNESCO by creating a series of
specialist courses, some dealing with the conservation of monuments and sites and drawing
heavily on the disciplines of archaeology and
architecture, others focusing on science- and
laboratory-based materials conservation, and yet
others on museology or public history (Logan
2010). In the 1970s and 1980s, ICCROM in
Rome and the University of York in England
were key training institutions. During the 1980s
and 1990s, other universities moved into the heritage field, and courses were developed that, in
relation to heritage places, shifted from technical
restoration to focus on broader planning and management issues, often connected to economic
development through tourism.
Within the last 15 years, the increasingly
holistic conception of heritage has led to new
batch of courses drawing together at least heritage places and museum studies and beginning to
focus on intangible heritage and traditional
knowledge systems. In some countries such as
the United Kingdom, Australia, and, more
recently, the United States, “heritage studies”
has emerged as a new interdisciplinary area in
its own right bringing together history and geography, architecture and archaeology, economics
and town planning, anthropology, ethnology and
folklore studies, art history, and museum studies
and with strong emphases on the interconnections
between philosophy, theory, and practice.
UNESCO Engagement with Education
and Training
Article 5 of the World Heritage Convention 1972
calls on States Parties to “foster the establishment
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or development of national or regional centres for
training in the protection, conservation and presentation of the cultural and natural heritage and
to encourage scientific research in this field.”
Despite this unambiguous statement, little was
initially done within the UNESCO system to
link heritage and education. Since the 1990s,
there has been a more concerted effort by the
World Heritage Center to influence curricula
and bring students and teaching staff in schools
and universities into actively supporting
UNESCO’s World Heritage program. For
a discussion of initiatives taken at the school
level, see Logan (2012a).
UNESCO’s connection with universities has
a long and honorable history, dating back to the
appointment of former Oxford scholar, Julian
Huxley, as its first director in 1946 and continuing with the regular commissioning of university
scholars such as Claude Lévi-Strauss to write key
reports. In 1991 UNESCO’s General Conference
decided to create and set up a network with the
UNITWIN program under which universities
agreed to collaborate, usually across the North/
South divide, and the appointment of UNESCO
Chairs (UNESCO n.d. (b)). The aim of both components is to facilitate knowledge and skills transfer and institutional capacity building through
training, research, information sharing, and
outreach activities in UNESCO’s major program
areas of education, natural sciences, social and
human sciences, culture, and communication and
information. As of 31 May 2011, there were
715 UNESCO Chairs. Of these, 23 are designated
to the field of cultural heritage, although several
of the earlier ones created in the 1990s appear to
now be defunct (UNESCO n.d. (c)). There are no
Chairs in the natural sciences focusing on natural
heritage.
Apart from a 10th anniversary meeting held at
UNESCO Paris headquarters in November 2002,
there has been little linkage between the various
UNITWIN programs or the UNESCO Chairs.
A number of other networks have tried to fill
this gap but have also been less successful than
hoped. The Forum UNESCO: University and
Heritage (FUUH) network was established by
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UNESCO in 1995, initially under the management of the Valencia Polytechnic University in
Spain but now jointly managed by that university
and the World Heritage Center. The FUUH
mission is broad and emphasizes supporting
UNESCO action in favor of cultural and natural
heritage protection, enhancement, and conservation. FUUH is an informal network whose main
collaborative activity has been the annual, now
biennial international conferences, and it has run
in 13 university locations across the world
(FUUH n.d.).
Other networks have been established at
a regional level. For instance, in 2001, ICCROM
joined forces with UNESCO’s Office of the
Regional Advisor for Culture in Asia and the
Pacific based in Bangkok to form the Asian
Academy of Heritage Management (AAHM).
This is a network of institutions, mostly universities, that offers professional training in the
field of cultural heritage management
(UNESCO Bangkok, AAHM n.d.). Such training is seen to be critically important given the
Asia-Pacific context of rapid environmental
degradation, urban infrastructure development,
and mass tourism. Since 2008, the network has
become more self-governing, and its principal
activity has been a major regional conference
held every 18 months or 2 years.

Key Issues/Current Debates
While reference is conventionally made now to
the conservation of cultural heritage as being
a multidisciplinary activity requiring a holistic
approach, both in management and education, in
reality many obstacles make this difficult to
achieve. It is regrettable that the definition and
management of heritage is divided between
UNESCO conventions and programs and in
administrative arrangements at the global level
and commonly, too, at the national level. Faculty
divisions within universities continue to make it
difficult to educate students across the range of
disciplines needed to practice heritage conservation in a more holistic way, even to deal with
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natural and cultural values under the World
Heritage Convention let alone working with
intangible values, cultural expressions, and
heritage representation in museums or to deal
with growing concerns about heritage sustainability, environmental degradation, and the
potential impacts of climate change.
Increasingly, however, heritage is seen not
simply as a reflection of the world’s rich and
creative diversity but as the very underpinning
of the cultural identity of people, and its maintenance is considered a basic human right. In other
words, heritage conservation can no longer be
seen just as a technical issue; it always involves
fundamental philosophical and ethical questions,
and these must be incorporated into heritage
courses in universities: Why are we doing it?
Who for? Who said? Are the local people whose
heritage is being “protected” involved? How does
it fit with other human rights? How does it fit with
sustainability?
This shift has also been reflected in teaching
and research in a number of university courses
where heritage is understood as being produced
through sociopolitical processes reflecting
society’s power structures. The close link
between heritage and identity is recognized, as
is the link between official heritage definitions
and nation building and the misuse of “heritage”
in some countries to reinforce the power of political elites and dominant ethnic groups. This
means that while there remains a very clear
need to produce graduates with practical architectural and archaeological conservation expertise and heritage planning and management
skills, the social sciences can add skills for analyzing the social, political, and economic context
and for negotiating heritage conservation
outcomes in situations where the identification,
evaluation, and interpretation of heritage items is
contested between various groups within the
community.
This shift toward a more critical approach to
heritage practice encourages scholars and practitioners to consider the human rights implications
of conservation interventions and to devise ways
in which local people, including indigenous
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peoples and ethnic minorities in particular, can be
empowered to play a meaningful role in determining how their heritage is identified and
managed. This ties in closely with the work
being done by Ms Farida Shaheed, Independent
Expert at the UN Human Rights Commission in
Geneva, who focused in 2011 on access to and
enjoyment of cultural heritage as a cultural right
(UNHRC 2011). It also resonates with efforts by
the Advisory Bodies, notably the IUCN and
ICOMOS, to move the World Heritage system
toward a rights-based approach to site management. This new approach has already encouraged
a rich stream of research in universities,
and a number of books are now available
that deal with the links between cultural diversity,
heritage, and human rights (see, for instance,
Silverman & Ruggles 2007; Langfield
et al. 2010; Ekern et al. 2012).

International Perspectives
World Heritage education appears to have started
moving in two directions – toward Critical Heritage Studies on the one hand, but toward a greater
emphasis on skills training designed to meet the
World Heritage system’s specific needs on the
other hand. In a carefully managed education
system, both of these approaches should coexist
so that students and researchers are able to ground
theory in an understanding of practice. The signs
are, however, that we are moving toward a dual
system based on conflicting rather than complementary approaches.
In a sense, the division is occurring as a result
of wider problems in the World Heritage system,
especially the proliferation of inscribed places
with severe management and sustainability
issues. There are now 35 properties on the
World Heritage in Danger List, and a further
135 were subject to close scrutiny in 2011 by
the World Heritage Committee (UNESCO
World Heritage Committee 2011). The World
Heritage Committee’s attempt to contain the
problem through its “state of conservation” and
periodic reporting mechanisms is not sufficient.
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There is a sense among some in UNESCO’s
cultural sector that there is a need for training
that is more focused on meeting the specific
demands of World Heritage sites.
Reemphasizing Skills Training
The World Heritage Committee called on the
advisory bodies to revise its 2001 training strategy. Moving beyond training to cover institutional capacity building more widely, this new
strategy was presented to the Committee at its
35th session in 2011. There had been some
small representation of the UNESCO Chairs in
the drafting sessions as well as an increasingly
large participation by the Category 2 Centers.
These centers, while not legally part of
UNESCO, are associated with it by way of formal
arrangements approved by UNESCO’s General
Conference. There are now 20 such culturerelated centers of which six focus on World
Heritage. Many States Parties are keen to establish a C2C, which is in line with their responsibilities under the Convention, but they must
guarantee funding, possess staff with sufficient
experience, and, perhaps most importantly,
have a genuine commitment to making the C2C
function effectively.
The majority of strongest universities in
the heritage field will be outside the “Category
2 family” that is being created. There is a concern
that the C2Cs will be perceived as having
UNESCO’s imprimatur but may not attain the
same standards of teaching and research. The
situation is exacerbated by confusion between
the notions of education and training (Logan
2010). These are two different processes and
can involve different agencies, universities
focusing more on the former although also providing training while professional bodies,
government departments, and other agencies
focus on training. University education is broad,
questioning, liberating, and improving. With
regard to World Heritage, university teachers
are not trainers seeking merely to serve the
needs of the World Heritage system. Of course
there is a necessity to provide such technical
expertise, but they have also to engage students
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in the larger philosophical concerns, to
inculcate in them an appreciation of ethical
responsibility, and to encourage critical analysis
and debate.
Critical Heritage Studies
Critical Heritage Studies also takes the stance
that heritage is not simply a reflection of the
world’s rich and creative diversity but is
the very foundation of the cultural identity of
people, and hence, its maintenance is basic
human right. Again this means that heritage
conservation can no longer be seen merely as
a technical issue but needs to be seen in an ethical
context; indeed, when talking of World Heritage,
conservation should be seen more clearly as
a tool for attaining the ethical mission set by
UNESCO in its Constitution and other statements. An Association of Critical Heritage
Studies has been established, and an inaugural
conference was held in June 2012 at the
University of Gothenburg, Sweden.

Future Directions
It is quite clear that growth of World Heritage
system requires new responses, probably including a realignment away from serving the political
and economic interests of the States Parties
and toward the original UNESCO mission
(Logan 2012b: 125-7). It is perhaps unfortunate
that, given the increasingly difficult situation in
which UNESCO’s flagship World Heritage
program finds itself, World Heritage education
and training seems to be moving toward a dual
system comprising C2Cs and the rest. It also be
seen as running against the advice of the
Independent External Evaluation of UNESCO
when it recommended five strategic directions,
the fifth being to develop a partnership strategy
that included renewing, not scaling down, links
with and between institutes, programs, universities, and centers of excellence that can improve
UNESCO’s performance (UNESCO Executive
Board 2010: 11).
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There is currently a sense of dismay in some
universities. It is likely that Critical Heritage
Studies will expand in the non-C2C universities
and possibly assume a more questioning stance
toward UNESCO and its World Heritage program.
Other institutions may also be affected. The
AAHM, for example, will no longer be in line
with UNESCO’s approach. ICCROM has
already begun adjusting. The UNESCO Chairs
in the cultural heritage field are likely to be
brought under the direct control of the World
Heritage Center, if they survive at all. The encouragement of a new batch of C2Cs may in some parts
of the world draw students away from existing
university courses, making them unviable. This
is a risky experiment. It is too soon to know
the consequences, but the collateral damage
could be high.

Cross-References
▶ Heritage and Higher Education
▶ Heritage Values and Education
▶ World Heritage Sites and Education:
UNESCO’s World Heritage Education
Programme
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Brief Definition of the Topic
Given the interdisciplinary and global reach of
“heritage” in academic, professional, and community contexts, it should come as little surprise that journals that deal with the topic
represent a great variety of subject matters and
perspectives. Indeed, journals that include “heritage” in their title may just as likely be focused
on conservation science as tourism, subjects
that seem at first quite distant but are connected
by their shared concerns with authenticity and
preservation. As attention to heritage has grown
over the past half century, in large part
intertwined with the founding and expanded
reach of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
and other international bodies such as
ICOMOS, so the number of journals devoted
to heritage issues has increased. What follows
is a summary of these publications, both those
which are exclusively devoted to heritage
(along its various dimensions) as well as those
whose primary focus is elsewhere but nevertheless publishes a good deal of material important
to the study of heritage.

Early Journals
Any review of the history of world heritage
journals must begin by acknowledging the
important role played by a more traditional
“archaeology” journal, the Journal of Field
Archaeology, founded in 1974 largely by
faculty at Boston University’s Department of
Archaeology. Long before any other journals
were focused on heritage issues, the JFA
included from its outset a regular section called
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